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It is necessary to define factors that affect the process of shaping future teachers’ spiritual worldview. The knowledge factors influencing the formation of a spiritual worldview allow us to elicit the most effective ways and means to shape future teachers’ professional self-awareness. Therefore, this paper is devoted to studying factors that play an important role in future teachers’ spiritual worldview formation. Reflection determines the prerequisites and consequences of the future teachers’ spiritual worldview. It is noted that only a spiritually rich teacher can solve the problems of modern education. Eighteen factors for forming future teachers’ spiritual worldviews are revealed. The authors briefly describe the contributions of various scientific disciplines to this topic, which are widely used in modern science, especially pedagogical and psychological ones. The authors do not rely on any religious experience, aspects, or approaches. There can always be an influence of subjectivity and the prevalence of religious approaches over scientific concepts in such an approach. In conclusion, findings regarding the factors involved in forming future teachers’ spiritual worldviews are presented.

1. Introduction

Everyone has a unique viewpoint on the world, and that viewpoint influences how they conduct their life. The worldview is one of the basic philosophical concepts, forming a set of systems of constant views, principles, and notions that describe a person’s environment, place, and purpose in the world. It is defined by features of social reality and social conditions. The worldview is a complex phenomenon in the spiritual life of humanity and society. Human activity is organized and regulated with its support. Humans become aware of who they are by their attitudes toward the world as a whole rather than specific attitudes toward particular items and individuals because they are a part of it. The major characteristic of a person is typically referred to as their “essence,” which is what makes them unique and remains constant throughout their life. This characteristic manifests in their thoughts and behaviors. Becoming a member of society therefore entails contributing to society and mankind, being an expert in one’s field, and coexisting peacefully with others and the natural world.

A worldview is a combination of views, ideas, thoughts, values, and principles. Views determine the essence of natural and social phenomena. Ideas generate interest in people’s attitudes to certain phenomena. Therefore, thought always generalizes the meaning of all phenomena. The person determines his/her own life goals for himself/herself on the basis of values and acquires life meaning. With the help of principles, one can gain knowledge about the world, a person, systematicity, objectivity, and practice. At the same time, the vital positions of mankind are revealed and their activities are organized purposefully.

An individual’s personality reflects his/her thoughts. Human behavior and activities reflect his/her worldview, but they do not reflect their knowledge level. It is also a major category of philosophical knowledge, human religion, and lifestyle. It describes the world, living societies, and humans, its ethical and esthetic states, and man’s role in the objective world. Human behavior and activity are the main factors determining the spiritual worldview state. They are the reasons for profound, often negative, and irreversible transformations in people’s lives. In addition, it is the reason for the
worldview’s emergence and development that changes life for the betterment. Conducting research to determine human behavior and activity organization is necessary. The researchers think that the meaning of the concept “moral worldview” is close to that of the concept “spiritual worldview.” He distinguished between naturalism, idealism of freedom, and objective as different types of worldviews within metaphysics.

Kant employs the concept of Worldview Critique of the Judgment Power for the first time in 1790 [1]. Kant defines “worldview” as the study of feelings of beauty and the sublime. Hegel [2] uses the concept of “moral worldview” in his Spirit Phenomenology. The meaning of the concept “moral worldview” is close to that of the concept “spiritual worldview.” Dilthey emphasizes the “intrinsic temporality of all understanding,” that man’s understanding depends on past worldviews, interpretations, and the common world [3, pp. 117-118]. Dilthey saw the source of the worldview in life and singled out various types of worldviews in religion, poetry, and metaphysics. He distinguished between naturalism, idealism of freedom, and objectivism as different types of worldviews within metaphysics [4, pp. 80–109]. In terms of a philosophical worldview, Scheler [5] identified three types of knowledge: knowledge for dominion, knowledge for human education, and metaphysical knowledge, or “knowledge for the sake of salvation.” Naugle conducted a lot of research on the worldview problem [6]. Naugle [7] suggested a lot of other ideas for further research and analyzed the definitions, histories, and importance of the concepts in his work. Aerts et al. [8] and Vidal [9] studies are very important for interdisciplinary research.

Spiritual worldview is grounded in attitudinal education, educational institutions at all levels, and the environment. Higher education institutions should educate a future teacher with a broad spiritual worldview, who can identify experimentally what he/she knows and who can do a job. As you can see, today’s young specialists are trying to solve the task quickly. Of course, this is probably relevant for modern requirements. But it is important to educate future teachers who are able to develop their knowledge for society and develop a spiritual worldview through their spiritual worldview.

The structure of spirituality is a combination of the worldviews that are an important part of the human spiritual life. The authors believe that the environment provides many views of the world. Mythological, religious, philosophical, domestic, scientific, and humanistic forms of worldview are the basis of spiritual knowledge.

Gaebelein [10] believed that “the teacher’s worldview is effective because he or she gradually determines the student’s worldview.” In Hadot’s [11] studies, special attention is paid to the principles of systematic and practical education and self-satisfaction, self-understanding, self-sufficiency, self-improvement, self-consciousness, self-mastery, self-control, meditation, and self-realization and improvement (“spiritual exercises”) in ancient and modern societies. Hadot [11] understands philosophy as a way of life. He is convinced that philosophizing is a spiritual exercise, but the philosophy’s mission is to transform the perception of the world.

One of the founders of enactivism and neurophenomenology, Varela took an active part in improving the connection between science and spirituality [12, 13]. Maturana and Varela [14, 15] developed the most famous concept of applying autopoiesis in biology. They sought to reveal the essence of life, disagreeing with the widespread notion that the essence of living systems, in contrast to nonliving ones, is their ability to self-replicate and reproduce.

Critical spiritual pedagogy is a teaching method based on three basic concepts: spirituality, humanity, and power. The authors believe that the students’ disapproval of the status quo leads to increased opposition and critical thinking in society as a result of their spirituality. Spiritual education is reinforced through interaction with the community’s thoughts and actions to improve other impressions [16].

Certainly, nowadays there is no one-sided definition of spirituality [17]. The spiritual dimension lies in the very depths, and works of proof prove that the authoritative definition of spirituality is not fully formed [18]. In addition, the term “spirituality” is used in the literature in different ways [19]. However, human spirituality is often recognized as a true phenomenon [20].

In his work, Nash [21] motivated the worldview content definition of human philosophical views. The scientist believes that a person’s worldview depends on his/her recognition of God’s nature, sincerity, knowledge, morality, and human dignity. Hence, the person’s thoughts and actions are the basis of his/her spiritual worldview.

Liebert and Dreitcer [22] believed that the teacher can explain spirituality, his/her experiences, relationships, sociohistorical contexts, and concepts to the student. They think that spirituality can be taught properly and appropriately, but everyone must have a clear idea of what “right” is. The authors offer three approaches to clarify this issue: Perspective I: teaching the spirituality, Perspective II: teaching about the spirituality, and Perspective III: teaching the spirituality as sacred trust.

Spiritual formation (for future teachers) and worldview development are not excluded from intellectual development [23]. The connection between spirituality and academic endeavor is very important. Spirituality is interconnected with the production and distribution of spiritual values, which are the human satisfaction of spiritual needs. The person’s spiritual needs in mastering the cultural world are also his/her social needs. It must be formed and developed by the individual’s social environment during the long process of his upbringing and education. Humans’ social nature as well as their physical condition is expressed through spiritual values. The work reveals the spiritual vision of future teachers as well as the fundamental concepts, essences, and problems that influence a person’s spiritual world. In its turn, the spiritual world is characterized by the ability to find creative abilities, the world, and a personal place in the world [24].

Rogers [25], an American psychologist and representative of a humanist psychology, asked seven questions in his book that he considered the questions I would ask myself if I were a teacher:
(1) Can I let myself inside the inner world of a growing, learning person? Can I, without being judgmental, come to see and appreciate this world?
(2) Can I let myself be a real person with these young people and take the risk of building an open, expressive, mutually beneficial relationship in which we both can learn? Do I dare to be myself in an intensive group relationship with these youth?
(3) Can I discover the interests of each individual and permit him or her to follow those interests wherever they may lead?
(4) Can I help young persons preserve one of their most precious possessions—their wide-eyed, persistent, driving curiosity about themselves and the world around them?
(5) Can I be creative in putting them in touch with people, experiences, books—resources of all kinds—which stimulate their curiosity and feed their interests?
(6) Can I accept and nurture the strange and imperfect thoughts and wild impulses and expressions that are the forerunners of creative learning and activity? Can I accept the sometimes different and unusual personalities that may produce these creative thoughts?
(7) Can I help young learners to be all of one piece—integrated—with feelings pervading their ideas and ideas pervading their feelings, and their expression being that of a whole person? These questions also helped identify the problem.

Anyone who becomes a teacher acts so because they want to help their children learn. The decision to become a teacher involves great passion, love, dedication, and courage. Palmer’s [26] book assists teachers in taking a step back and reconnecting with themselves. The book has been published in its 20th-anniversary edition. The teacher’s heart as an identity and integrity in teaching, the culture of fear, paradox in teaching and learning, knowledge in the community joined with the grace of great things, the teaching connection in the community with subject-centered education, teaching in the community through colleagues’ conversations, and teaching from the heart of hope were examined in seven chapters of this work.

According to the authors’ opinions, the future teachers’ spiritual worldview is closely linked to the following concepts and phenomena: morality, intellectuality, volunteering, communicative flexibility, and didactic abilities; understanding the world and the person; personal qualities and moral responsibility; human needs and demands; mastering philosophy; understanding all types of identity; understanding and explaining phenomena and processes in the world; recognizing that personality improvement is a great and noble mission; forming views through spiritual values; defining the human spirituality level; and combining the scientific worldview with the spiritual worldview. These phenomena are the factors contributing to the future teachers’ spiritual worldview formation. The research is of great importance for this reason.

When we talk about the teachers’ spiritual worldview, many research studies focus on spiritual teachers, private tutors, or someone something else. We must not forget that the future teachers’ spiritual worldview is not only a religious and social problem, but it is also a pedagogical problem. Indeed, many changes taking place in the modern world require teachers to have moral qualities and spiritual development. Therefore, the study results are very important for public education. The focus of the study is to substantiate the factors forming future teachers’ spiritual worldview. We analyzed a lot of scientific literature to identify these factors.

1.1. Research Objectives. The general objective of this study is to ascertain how the concepts that we had defined relate to the future teachers’ spiritual worldview. Specifically, the study sought to:

(1) Studying of the pedagogical concepts of the identified factors in forming future teachers’ spiritual worldview and influencing their spiritual development.
(2) Determining each factor through literary analysis and review, which has a positive effect on the future teachers’ spiritual worldview.

1.2. Research Questions. The following questions were asked during the study:

Research Question 1: What factors can impact the future teachers’ spiritual worldview formation?
Research Question 2: What are the characteristics of the identified factors that positively influence the future teachers’ spiritual worldview?

2. Literature Review

The scientific literature studying future teachers’ spiritual worldview has grown in recent years. The research on such topics can be found in the constructing teaching spirituality [27], the roles of educational factors in college students’ worldview creation [28], the impact and faith implications of worldview in the classroom [29], the importance of the teacher’s worldview [30, 31], beginner teachers’ spiritual dispositions [32], cultivating spirit, reimagining the teacher’s development [33], spiritual education in the context of the teacher’s initiative development [34], and the teachers’ metaphors and opinions [35].

There are many works aimed at forming future teachers’ spiritual worldview [36–42]. These works include teachers’ commitment to teaching students, community actions through cooperation, factors that influence learning choices, communicative competence, information security, and other issues. However, there is no work identifying factors that contribute to the future teachers’ spiritual worldview formation.

The authors collected all the various options and combinations to explicate their data. But three assumptions are the most likely explanations why these factors are important to the formation of future teachers’ spiritual worldview turned
out to be: (1) the meanings of some factors are “overlapped” and differ from each other, (2) there are significant processes forming future teachers’ spiritual worldview in the factors, and (3) the connection between certain factors is determined with the concept of spirituality.

In addition, from all the data collected, it is possible to determine what the most pressing pedagogical problems are encompassing the spiritual worldview. Figure 1 shows our own analysis.

We assume that the future teachers’ spiritual worldview impacts their many perceptions. Figure 2 presents our view of the relations in the perceptions of the future teacher from a spiritual worldview.

3. Materials and Methods

The research methodology is comprised of scientific works by researchers and their basic principles related to the study of the problem of spiritual worldview. To develop the argument, the authors rely on reviewing existing literature. Texts are mainly analyzed using quality content analysis. An institutionalized approach was used for the scientific analysis of the spiritual worldview.

Literature about spirituality and the spiritual worldview covers all branches of science. The authors have defined the factors shaping future teachers’ spiritual worldview by analyzing the scientific literature (Figure 3). In the literature, there is a lack of definitions related to spirituality. However, the authors have found many concepts about factors that shape the future teachers’ spiritual worldview. This, in turn, helped to make these findings.

4. Factors Shaping the Spiritual Worldview

A common spiritual worldview is not a material thing. This is an indicator of human thinking and consciousness, a manifestation of the person’s mental characteristics, and the result of consciousness and action. From the religious point of view, the Creator of the spiritual world is the Creator himself. Nevertheless, the researchers consider that pedagogy and psychology have an especially important place in forming future teachers’ spiritual worldview and development.

Hawks [43] argued that spiritual health is a key aspect that promotes social and emotional health, which in turn provides motivation for behavioral changes determining physical and mental health. As it is achieved, physical and mental health become tools for realizing the purpose and meaning of life, which depicts the spiritual worldview. According to Faull et al. [44], health requires a strong and stable “I” as a result of interaction and connection with other people and the
natural world. Developing these needs requires a spiritual worldview that includes recognizing the essence of “I” and focusing attention on the nature of the connection with its essence and other life aspects. In accordance with Mahmoudi et al. [45], educational experiences foster a less materialistic and more spiritual worldview, along with more dynamic and holistic views of reality. Walton [46] argued that a secular spiritual worldview creates harmony between science, spirituality, and our conscious experiences. Baars et al. [47] believed that a spiritual worldview serves as a strategy for survival. According to Brelsford and Doheny [48], parents with a religious and spiritual worldview may find that their faith and spiritual lenses are an important aspect of overcoming their experience in the ICU. Malek [49] wrote that a clinical ethics counselor may share his spiritual worldview with a patient to have a cooperative relationship, but such situations should be approached with extreme caution. Furthermore, the spiritual worldview has an impact on social work [50, pp. 324–338].

It should be noted that in some studies, religion and spiritual worldview are considered together [51–53]. But it leads to difficulties with the pedagogical spiritual worldview concept. Therefore, everyone should try to separate the religious/spiritual worldview to understand the pedagogical problems of the spiritual worldview. The researchers agree with Wilson et al.’s [54] views that spirituality involves more than religiosity and also a sense of meaning and peace. It seems to be of great importance.

According to the statements mentioned above, the spiritual worldview is a phenomenon based on the person’s knowledge of the world from the point of view of educational institutions of all levels and the environment. Therefore, the higher education institution should be able to demonstrate to the student what he/she has already known and that his/her spiritual worldview should educate a better future teacher. The future teacher’s spiritual vision depends on his/her personal qualities and moral responsibility. Personal qualities are reflected in the human inner world. Its stability is manifested in the person’s spiritual state, knowledge, ability, and individual flexibility. In turn, the authors think that such a person is fully aware of the moral responsibility of society as a whole. So, we must understand correctly that the spiritual worldview is a person’s space. In this case, we should pay attention to the factors contributing to the formation of this space. Of course, these factors are not important. Therefore, it is unlikely that these factors will change permanently because of their own spheres of influence.

Many phenomena can be summed up as factors contributing to the future teachers’ spiritual worldview formation. Factors shaping the future teachers’ spiritual worldview can be found in Figure 3. These factors were determined independently using the scientific literature. The authors tried to describe each factor in this paper. In general, the relative positions of the proposed factors may be changed. The authors believe that these factors are directly related to the human spiritual worldview.

4.1. Spiritual Space. The spiritual space extends beyond the physical space, and the meaning of life in this space lies in the human world. Caring for others also exists in this area [55]. Since physical space does not have a geographical space, the relational and absolute theories of space in physics have the status of the human imagination and “intermediary tools” aimed at understanding sensual experience. The concept of this space means that the human spirit has taken hold of it from ancient times until nowadays [56].

Schoonmaker [57] considered the classroom a spiritual space in his work, which is based on his teaching practice. The author believes that teachers should learn to see the spirituality in everyday teaching and recognize and build
the spiritual space in the classroom. You can build a spiritual worldview for the teacher with the help of his/her memories of the spiritual practice to do this.

Therefore, spiritual space is a phenomenon arising from the multifaceted connection between humans and the environment. Everyone has a different concept of space, and opinions on it change over time. There are signs for cultural, political, and social spaces in the structure of the spiritual space. Hence, a person has an opportunity to create conditions for shaping his/her own spiritual space. It drives creativity through movement and action. In his/her turn, the creative person increases his/her spiritual potential. All the social activity spheres are formed and developed in the future teachers’ spiritual space. Negative tendencies and neglect of one’s social life result from disregarding the principles of society’s spiritual realm. That is followed by more value shifts that are unsuitable for the national culture. The spiritual practice of the future teacher, by building the spiritual worldview of the learner, determines their spiritual space.

4.2. Absolute Spirit. The absolute spirit is a high category in Hegel’s philosophical system that defines the most evolving type of the absolute idea. The high accuracy system is an absolute idea that understands itself. The absolute spirit determines art, religion, and philosophy as a kind of self-knowledge of the absolute idea in the Hegel system. The absolute idea completes the self-realization process and attains the absolute knowledge level. In philosophy, the spirit reveals itself fully and explains its essence. As a result, future teachers should have their own personal ideas about how to shape the absolute spirit.

Absolute spirit manages to change the objectivity of nature and humans’ subjectivity [58]. Basically, the absolute logic idea has a two-way connection to the phenomenological “absolute knowledge” and the highest stage of the “absolute spirit” [59]. There is an idea that absolute knowledge among scientists will emerge from the combination of science and philosophy. Thus, absolute knowledge can be called the supreme stage in the development of the absolute spirit. So, it seems that the future teachers control the transition to absolute knowledge while forming the spiritual worldview.

4.3. Spiritual Intelligence. Spiritual intelligence is important for future teachers. Zohar [60] identified 12 principles underlying spiritual intelligence. She defined spiritual intelligence as the ability to realize and solve problems of meaning and value. She also noted that spiritual intelligence is the basis for the effective functioning of mental and emotional intelligence. Gardner [61] made a great contribution to the scientific study of the spirituality problem in connection with the intellect. Gardner [62, p. 28] proposed five types of intelligence that are independent of each other: musical, spatial, bodily kinesthetic, interpersonal, and intrapersonal. Emmons [63] proposed to isolate spiritual intelligence as an independent type of intelligence. Noble [64] defined spiritual intelligence as an innate ability that can influence personal growth. Wigglesworth and Mackey [65] believed that there are four main types of intelligence that need to be developed. They contended that, in addition to high IQ and EQ, a strong foundation in physical intelligence, as well as a willingness to develop spiritual intelligence, is required. When these four parts are connected, deep intelligence arises.

Spiritual intelligence plays an important role in promoting mental health and having a relationship with happiness [66]. It is not associated with anxiety, depression, or the use of psychoactive substances [67]. There is a relationship between spiritual intelligence and its impact on students’ academic performance. The spiritual factor correlates with academic performance [68]. Academic prosperity depends on the student’s emotional and spiritual intelligence, which also impact academic performance [69]. Increasing spiritual intelligence will bring many benefits and can help you cope with hardness [70]. There are connections between emotional and spiritual intelligence and self-leadership [71]. Anwar et al. [72] argued that there is a relationship between spiritual and emotional intelligence among the students of higher education institutions. There is a relationship between four dimensions of the spiritual mind, such as transcendental awareness, life meaning, patience, and forgiveness. Decreases in spiritual and emotional intelligence can cause institutional efficiency to decrease [73].

Spiritual intelligence is becoming increasingly important in the formation of knowledge societies [74]. Psychopedagogical intervention is based on the determination of targets and methods for spiritual intelligence development [75]. A spiritual intelligence is a factor affecting students’ communication, and a structural model of self-compassion can be developed [76]. The spiritual intelligence enhances people’s adaptability and compatibility and creates calm in humans, especially in stressful situations [77]. Therefore, everyone needs to develop his/her spiritual intelligence [78].

The spiritual intelligence reveals future teachers’ different spiritual abilities and reflects the complexity of this phenomenon. Future teachers’ spiritual intelligence is linked to their spiritual experience, personal growth, and self-development. The teacher’s daily life is affected by the teacher’s spiritual intelligence.

4.4. Spiritual Strength. Zeng’s [79] study defined a mutual connection between the concepts of prayer, luck, and spiritual strength as being part of the value system in East Asia. It was determined that entrance examinations for high schools and universities in Japan, Taiwan, and South Korea lead students and their parents to seek spiritual support through prayer and religious rituals. Griffin-Pierce [80] was asked to respond to the issue that sacred mountains and other landforms serve as a vital source of spiritual strength. Hodge [81] considered that the spiritual assessment discusses common spiritual strengths, the framework is designed to evoke them, and a number of interventions based on prevalent spiritual strengths are suggested.

In this study, Hansen [82] answered the question, “How are spiritual power and self-transformation cultivated in street ministries?” She develops transformation techniques to gain spiritual strength in this book. Shaw et al. [83] noted that the connection between spiritual strength and social relationships is mediated by wholeness and integration.
According to Mesiono [84], students develop their potential through Islamic education to have the spiritual strength, self-control, personality, intelligence, noble character, and necessary skills for themselves, society, and the nation.

Students are the blessings of every nation to reach the desired development level. Their proper development provides a complete development of physical, mental, social, emotional, and spiritual aspects. Teachers should be trained to support their students’ needs during the training and develop their abilities and skills in interpersonal communication for this purpose. The teacher’s positive psychological strength components influence pupils’ thinking, feelings, and behavior. Respondents often have the following qualities when determining the strong side of their behavior: wisdom and knowledge, humanity, and transcendence, according to the qualitative survey conducted through the Facebook social network [85]. In the author’s opinion, a person’s good qualities make up his/her spiritual strength.

The person who consolidates his/her power may have the ability to influence objects and phenomena. Managing the world shows human power [86]. In this study, the author says, using an ascetic’s example, that they can stop a train, walk on the water, or live where there is no food or drink and where there is no air for a long time.

We cannot say that future teachers cannot teach ascetic education, but we must be sure of their ability to teach students through spiritual power. In the authors’ opinion, spiritual strength is the basis for the reliability and utilization of one’s own capabilities. A person can achieve many things by his/her nature, but most people restrict themselves. Strength is not necessary only for protection; it is also important to achieve happiness, joy, and gladness; to find meaning in life; and to know nature and self-control. People tend to live comfortably from the time of birth. That is why, he/she goes to school first, then to university. According to his/her qualifications, he/she does not work only for himself/herself, but he/she also works for society. There may be different situations along this path. Therefore, we think that the person’s spiritual strength is being patient to overcome difficulties and achieve future goals and objectives. It promotes human moral, cultural, and intellectual development. In the authors’ opinion, the future teachers’ spiritual power flows out through the values that arise from their attitude toward the world. This powerful spiritual influence can help the students learn.

4.5. Spiritual Assistance. Technologies like email, blogs, and virtual school associations play a role as teachers’ instrumental assistance [87]. So, modern society needs teachers’ information assistance. Indeed, all information is widely available on the web and social networks. The definition of the credibility and incorrectness of information and its transmission to students is the spiritual assistance of teachers. Teachers also need to develop and maintain effective working relationships with their colleagues and executives to support social and administrative participation [88].

Everybody’s need is for spiritual assistance. People can rely on the future teacher’s professional training only when he/she has the strength and courage, faith and conviction, and each person’s spirit. People have to admit that the smallest stories in modern society are so widespread that it is common to talk about someone’s feet. Everybody needs spiritual assistance to cope with such a situation. It is obvious that only a teacher can assist in such difficult situations. That is why, people understand that future teachers’ spiritual condition may be a guarantee of peace in the country.

The teacher’s spiritual assistance is to support his/her students’ development, to solve their problems that arise in his or her life goals, and to support their success. The teacher has the greatest influence on the pupils’ behavior and affects their development and destiny in such circumstances. First and foremost, the teacher’s spiritual assistance benefits his or her students’ worthy growth by revealing their path spirit and seeking answers to spiritual questions. Therefore, the authors think that the community members should not forget such help.

4.6. Human Spirit. The human spirit concept is not merely an objective reality. It is a proof of the human spirit in every situation and its contradiction to any phenomenon. The human spirit is the wish for freedom. The spiritual warrior on the battlefield must not use physical violence for achievement and change when he or she has the power of self-awareness and community consciousness [89].

Bellous and Csinos [90] explained that the meaning of human well-being is based on the meaningful life way, the ground concept of capacity. The human spirit forms the inner world with others, the unity with nature and God. Scientists describe the worldview styles that are transmitted through words, emotions, symbols, and gestures in the study.

Van der Walt et al. [91] pointed out that while studying the purpose of the human spirit, the “education spirit” involves the main participants, “the teacher and the pupil,” in the educational process. This type of education leads to individual integrity, the adaptation of creativity, and a creative way of solving problems. In turn, education is a prerequisite for globalization and the resolution of numerous cosmopolitical issues.

The human spirit is not only universal, clever, and genius, it is the basis of justice and virtue. If we believe in a particular thing, we must pay attention to our soul spirit. Our freedom depends on it. It maintains a basic view of the human soul [92]. According to Steiner’s [93] view, the human spirit and his soul are the image of a higher human being (the human spirit and soul) with the physical body (our lower being). Since the human spirit is formed in the human organism, we have a reason to call it the personality’s bodiless part. A person recognizes the world through this human spirit. The authors believe that the soul, its intentions, and attitudes are the sources of all actions. It is the future teacher’s worldview about his/her work that boosts his/her human spirit. People usually achieve many productive achievements only with the help of humanism and human values.

4.7. Spiritual Food. The human organism needs nutrition for normal action. But we forget that in addition to bodily food, there is also spiritual food. For example, a thoughtless race
for material wealth makes the soul empty, and a person can have mental disorders behind it. Meditation on living questions is spiritual food. It is necessary to know that spirituality is everybody’s inner dignity in order to grow spiritually. Education, science, and art are everybody’s spiritual food. It is necessary for everyone. Reading scientific and literacy books can provide spiritual nourishment, as can visiting museums and galleries, going to the theater and cinema, and listening to music.

In his Confessions, Augustine [94] used food metaphors and imagery to describe spiritual hunger and intellectual satiation. He exposes his moral failings and spiritual longings personally and comes very close to the universal experience that our body’s hunger can never be fully assuaged [95].

McKanan [96] examined spiritual food practices within the loose network of spiritual movements associated with anthroposophy, the turn of the century “spiritual science” developed by Rudolf Steiner. According to Ruixiang et al. [97], public libraries are the city’s spiritual fortresses, but libraries are important places for readers to absorb spiritual food. Spiritual food must be appreciated, appropriated, and then assimilated for maximum benefit [98]. In our opinion, the appreciation of spiritual food depends on the person’s own perception. The appropriateness of the spiritual diet comes from the rational use of spiritual needs and values. But assimilation is associated with the evaluation and human possession of the environment.

It is obvious that the spiritual food is being provided by the media. For example, in the Soviet Union, adolescents had to find spiritual food in serious problems caused by the media. But we can say that the lack of information and content is limited to the choices. Teenagers gravitated toward hard rock due to a lack of options [99]. Kerec [100] argued in his study that the government began replacing spiritual food, as elsewhere in the country, with organized, politically motivated cultural activities and events. There can be propaganda performances and concerts or political materials in newspapers and journals. Of course, we will not go back to this period at the moment. Today, it is clear that there is enough information on the Internet. It is useful and effective for spiritual feeding, which requires public control. Because there are also many adverse effects that affect human psychology along with the benefits of online information. The use of manipulation technologies is manifested. Therefore, effective spiritual feeding is associated with the knowledge and information that bring all the necessary values to the spirit. It is probably much more efficient to combine several things. The effectiveness of conscious spiritual nutrition practice results from patience, consistency, and determination.

Spiritual food is food that seeks to comprehend issues of existence. One of the nutritional needs of the human soul is the nutritional necessity for the human body’s proper functioning. Indeed, the indifference to material possessions can lead to mental retardation, which can cause a feeling of immorality in the soul and body. Spirituality must be understood as an internal honor for spiritual development. In the authors’ opinion, artworks are people’s spiritual food. For example, one person considers attending museums and exhibitions as food for their body and mind; another person considers going to the theater and cinema; and the third person considers music. The authors believe that future teachers should be able to shape their worldview on the basis of society’s values and recognize the realities of the world for these reasons.

4.8. Spiritual World. A lot of young children are often unable to explain the truths and views associated with the spiritual world. If we, as adults, ignore these points, the child’s spiritual development will stall or stop entirely. Hart [101] explained the recognition and identification of deeper spiritual relationships between children in his work.

Children’s spirituality is an important part of their uniqueness and self-development. The process of recognition and upbringing is of paramount importance to parents and teachers. The study reveals secrets of the children’s spiritual life as well as memories forgotten by adults during the children’s anxiety. Max Scheler’s Epistemology of Love analyzes the thinker’s views. Scheler’s theory of “Formation of the Social World” includes the spiritual world, emotional identification, sympathy, and love [102].

The spiritual world is a phenomenon that forms a person’s personality. Everyone is unique by nature. The people in the community, his or her family, friends, and coworkers, as well as his or her everyday activities and hobbies, all have an impact on the person’s spiritual world. Basically, this concept is analyzed in religious and philosophical theological theories [103–105].

In general philosophy, materialistic and idealistic perspectives shape the determination of the spiritual world. The spiritual world is recognized as a person’s inner mentality and describes ways in which the brain functions in a material sense. Idealist views are interpreted as a self-dependent act of consciousness, independent from the material world and beyond the human brain. Hence, from a psychological point of view, the human spiritual world is also connected with material factors. It is necessary to increase your material wealth to enrich your spiritual world. Therefore, the authors should consider the spiritual world as a set of physiological and psychological processes. The future teachers will be able to create the spiritual world of their Creator through their trust in themselves and others, their abilities to develop, their understanding of the necessity of work, goals, and objectives, their strength, high memory, and mental purity.

4.9. Spiritual Capital. It is not very important to know only the definitions and applications of spiritual capital; one should also know its new frontiers [106]. Iannaccone and Klick [107] presented an overview of the vast literature relevant to the Spiritual Capital Study. Material and spiritual prosperity are available to each of us if we can look into our souls and find the “spiritual capital” [108]. The connection between spiritual capital and practical wisdom can be explained with the concept of social capital and practical examples of virtues [109]. Spiritual capital and the grace economy are inextricably linked, and welfare is well aligned with the strengths and religious positions of faith and spirituality [110]. Mas-Machuca and Marimon [111] defined
holistic spiritual capital and gave health, creativity, morality, and religiosity dimensions. The spiritual capital, composed of religious practices and individual spiritual beliefs, brings a social responsibility commitment to the environment and contributes to the community’s well-being as well [112].

Religion, spirituality, and spiritual capital serve as key sources of the community’s cultural wealth and influence the opportunity to get an education for many students [113]. The spiritual capital is a resource of faith and values deriving from commitment to religious traditions and inspiring education [114]. Spirituality affects leadership development, but spiritual capital is intertwined with leadership theory [115]. A person’s discernment grows through their spiritual capital to provide a good education for future teachers who are challenged to discern the good in school organizations [116]. It should not be forgotten that spiritual capital is connected with beliefs and philosophies and serves as symbolic capital in social contexts [117].

Therefore, we can say that there is a conditionality of spiritual capital with respect to other types of capital such as social, human, intellectual, and cultural. Spiritual capital can act as a structural element of social, human, intellectual, and cultural capital, and they cover a mutual area. Spiritual capital allows us to mitigate risks while learning. The growth of spiritual capital is impossible without spiritual investments.

4.10. Spiritual Wealth. A harmonious, well-developed person acquires spiritual wealth and grows morally and physically, according to our understanding. Peng [118] tells us about Santiago, a character in Hemingway’s novel. Santiago was not rich in material things, but he was rich spiritually. The scientist wants to point out Hemingway’s spiritual wealth through the old man’s handling of people, events, the sea, and the child in the research. He thinks that Santiago was isolated from the simple world by his lack of guidance and strong spirit. The character served as a link between people’s worlds. He realized that he had been connected with the real world when he was a child.

Reading and study, which are essential components of spiritual development, are crucial in acquiring spiritual treasures [119]. Transpersonal psychology is a branch of psychology that integrates psychological ideas with the theories and practices of spiritual wealth [120].

A person’s inner self and the whole of their moral principles make up their spiritual wealth. Most people are eager to become wealthy and have valuable things and possessions in the period when modern market relations are developing. One can see that a lot of work has been done, but some people even try to do something shady. From a spiritual point of view, there is not much money in life. After all, a wealthy person cannot say that he has become wealthy spiritually. Of course, spiritual wealth is not part of any personality. Spiritual wealth is characterized by the following features: sharing somebody’s inner world wealth, respect for others, morality and honesty, honest and responsibility, honesty and forgiveness of the past, etc. As a result, the authors wish for the future teacher to behave properly in accordance with his or her inner world rather than because of material necessities. In addition, it is necessary for teachers to teach new knowledge and get acquainted with popular folklore, science, and creativity. It, in turn, contributes to their self-improvement.

4.11. Spiritual Development. Fowler [121] and Oser and Gmunder [122] have similar views on the proposed spiritual development theories. They offer periodic changes in the person’s spiritual development depending on the person’s life duration. These theories make people pay attention to the relationship between humanity and a higher power.

In his research, Cartwright [123] examined recent theories and research to ensure the connection between cognitive and spiritual development. The author tries to convey the potential integration of spirituality, which is a subjective human aspect of cognitive development. The scientist believes that further study will allow him to create a complete presentation of human development.

While examining various models of spiritual development in scientific research, first of all, the philosophical dilemmas underlying the concept are analyzed. Then, traditional models of spiritual development based on indigenous, eastern, and western cultures are considered. Integrated philosophical and scientific models of spiritual development are also offered. The patterns of spiritual development are described separately in legends or theories, mathematically in numerological or modern dynamic system approaches, and graphically in maps and cartographies. Other models do not have any clear-cut end point for human spiritual development. It is a continuous human death, and in some traditions, it goes on after the death. Any model of spiritual development permits such a change. It is really difficult to understand the overall spiritual development of a person [124].

Schwebe [125] ignored the issues of spiritual development in the research, where categories of spirituality and well-being have been analyzed. The author defines his priorities in education by examining the relationship between spirituality and welfare. According to the author’s views, spiritual development is a very important process in a person’s life who has to do a lot of work. The individual grows spiritually all the way to the end. Teaching people about spiritual development from birth provides a lot of support for their future lives. We can therefore assume that a person’s morality, inner world, and education all influence their spiritual development. It is necessary for future teachers to constantly improve their own spiritual development. The authors suggest a lot of necessary personality qualities that they need to do it: confidence in success, necessary regular actions that influence their activities, responsibility for their actions and thoughts, a passion for something new, creativity and inquisitiveness, and resistance to their opinions and views.

4.12. Sources of Spirituality. It is clear that spiritual sources are the starting point for surviving. When it is spoken about spirituality, religious spirituality is often emphasized. People can also feel closeness, theistic being or communication, transcendent (i.e., something outside of space and time) in themselves or in nature. The sources of the spirituality scale
were developed with the help of these various spiritual elements [126].

Further development of the spirituality sources scale is based on the sacred proximity, internal, and extrinsic experiences of religious traditions. The scale is based on factual analysis and five models connected with spirituality [127]. Some sources of spirituality may be family, relationships, nature, religion, love, music, art, and a life mission or purpose. A sense of pain or distress arises when your system of beliefs and values is damaged. It happens when a person cannot find meaning in life, hope, love, comfort, or power in life or relationships [128]. Therefore, everyone has the ability to explore for their spiritual sources. Buchholz [129] stated that there are some secular forms of spirituality that enable people to join with nature and with each other. To overcome the grave, some ideas in various data are presented in a scientific and objective manner from reality to reality. The source of spirituality is a reimagining of the sacred, and other artistic expressions can be used to restore spirituality.

The sources of spirituality are things that contribute to the person’s spiritual growth and knowledge, as well as their personal soul qualities. These things are mostly material objects, including human art, literary works, and research results. So, the individual’s personality plays an important role in the spiritual source. Future teachers should have a look at a natural phenomenon, creative beauty, and the values of human relationships. It is good for us to make it clear that books and jobs help people achieve these qualities.

4.13. Spiritual Needs. Seden [130] argued that social workers take into account their children’s social, psychological, emotional, cognitive, cultural, and spiritual needs in their research. The development of children’s spirituality is taken into account by the scientist as part of children’s, youths’, families’, and communities’ rights and needs.

Jackson et al. [131] used the spiritual needs concept. Narayanasamy’s spiritual needs are: “The need to give and receive love; the need to be understood; the need to be valued as a human being; the need for forgiveness, hope, and trust; the need to explore beliefs and values; the need to express feelings honestly; the need to express faith or belief; the need to find life meaning and purpose.” These findings indicate spiritual needs.

Spiritual needs include the recognition of the relationship between a man and the world, the search for meaning, for example, striving for concepts of moral perfection, etc. Essentially, all spiritual needs are the source of true spiritual needs. The authors believe that society’s and individuals’ spiritual needs should complement each other. The authors consider kindness, beauty, and truth to be important among an individual’s spiritual needs. These spiritual needs influence a person’s participation in art, culture, and science. Satisfying the person’s spiritual needs leads to the individual’s harmonious development. It is appropriate to focus on the following issues to meet future teachers’ spiritual needs: a job and striving to work, creating esthetic representations through aspiration, moral values, innovative teaching, adapting to a healthy lifestyle, a patriotic spirit, etc.

4.14. Spiritual Values. Plunkett [132] was concerned about the value of education based on her 25 years of experience in the field of education. People should pay special attention to the values crisis in educational institutions and society as a whole. The author believes that this knowledge is available to all members of society who want to live in a spiritual dimension. Teachers who take part in spiritual movements are not propagators; they are human rights defenders of young members of society, and they form spiritual life dimensions.

More than 150 research findings show that there is a link between spiritual values, experience, and effective leadership. Values such as integrity, honesty, and humility have been proven to influence successful management [133]. Values are principles by which human life is guided. The research results show that spiritual development promotes well-being and helps people find meaning and purpose in life [134].

Nazam and Husain [135] identified 28 spiritual values in personality formation when analyzing spiritual values among students: courage, charity, creativity, caring, discipline, equality, faithfulness, goodness, honesty, humility, happiness, helping, hard work, humorous, kindness, mannerism, obedience, punctuality, peace, polite, social, sharing, sacrifice, sincerity, simplicity, truthfulness, and the value of being understanding. Researchers believe that spiritual values are irreplaceable in children’s spiritual development. According to the authors, spiritual values influence children’s spiritual development and personal responsibility.

Spiritual values are a reflection of a person’s maturity and level of perfection on a personal level. Spiritual values are a set of concepts and principles that these views adhere to and defend. Only these values lead to a person’s isolation being limited by material needs. Only moral and ethical concepts such as love, respect, friendship, creativity, honesty, solidarity, and mutual understanding increase a person’s spiritual values. The authors should focus on developing esthetic views as well as understanding the meaning of life, along with educating future teachers for these reasons. Teachers must teach them the principles of loyalty, patriotism, generosity, diligence, good manners, and morality, which are the foundation of spiritual values. Future teachers’ high spiritual values contribute to their interpersonal development and social relations.

4.15. Spiritual Environment. Spirituality is a necessary factor to have in life. It is not only a matter of humankind but also necessary for communities and nations [136]. Social and humanistic researchers offer different concepts about personality, spirituality, and spiritual environments. Burnaev [137] gave a new explanation of concepts in his study. Bellos [138] described five types of spiritual learning activities, including participation, acceptance, embrace, release, and arrival. Teachers create a spiritually rich environment for students using these five activities. Adults should promote spiritual growth and self-development by completing these five activities.

Barrera-Hernandez et al. [139] empirically confirm the idea of a positive spiritual environment in their research on the concept of the spiritual environment. According to the
author’s opinion, a model of a positive spiritual environment consists of the relationship between material and nonmaterial aspects that form a positive spiritual environment (i.e., transcendental ideals and favorable material elements that contribute to spirituality), and personal well-being (physical and psychological), well-being, happiness, sustainable behavior (including prosocial and proecological practices), and environmental quality factors (including physical and social conservation indicators).

In addition, the empowering elements of tranquility, peace, harmony, purity, and nature are noted in the study. According to the authors’ opinions, a teacher’s calmness in difficult situations leads to success in professional activities. Peacemaking with the teacher can help prevent many unhealthy situations in society. The authors believe that the teacher’s harmony and the student’s harmony are the keys to true education. According to the authors, the purity of the teacher’s teaching will also be determined by the student’s teaching purity and lack of hypocrisy. The student’s knowledge of what is happening without the teacher reflecting the feelings of the pupil shapes the teacher’s personality.

In the authors’ opinion, the spiritual environment is a group of people with common beliefs and views, and they have common spiritual worlds, needs, and soul values. This group contributes to the individual’s lifestyle, growth, and development. Each stage has its own spiritual environment. Not only the spiritual environment but also the environment itself has undergone many changes due to the rapid development of modern technologies.

The authors believe that these spheres have a profound effect on a person’s spiritual environment: (1) religion is a type of worldview, (2) morality is a set of moral norms, (3) art is a show with artistic compositions, (4) literature is a set of texts; science is a system of research that determines the origin of the world and its development, (5) the law is a set of rules used by the state and its members, (6) and education is a person-oriented process of teaching and upbringing. Hence, the future teachers should have a great deal of information in the abovementioned fields to create a spiritual environment.

4.16. Spiritual Life. The study of the spiritual life began at the end of the 19th century [140] and the beginning of the 20th century [141].

In his work, The Spiritual Life of Children, Coles [142], a scholar who has been studying children’s psychological world for several years, describes “children’s lives in crisis situations.” He offers a variety of myths and stereotypes in society and a comprehensive picture of childhood. Coles [142] defined the regularity of the problem on the basis of children’s stories between the ages of 9 and 12. It would be better if future teachers used these results in their work.

Hodge [143] drew attention to the spiritual lifemap, a new tool for spiritual evaluation. Although the use of the appliance in clinical practice has been offered, it is interesting to note its use in the spiritual life. The author summarizes the common philosophy and priorities of the spiritual lifemap. The spiritual lifemap answers these kinds of questions: where we have come from, where we are now, and where we are going. The authors hope that these questions can be understood by the teachers themselves when they ask their students. The authors would like to use some of these approaches to identify the future teachers’ spiritual lives. In addition, it would be appropriate to develop a similar system in pedagogical science.

The problem of rehabilitation through a psychospiritual approach has been investigated by Khalid [144], who argues that drug addicts’ drug abuse is linked to the absence of a powerful spiritual life. According to the author’s words, a powerful spiritual life also helps prevent drug addiction and helps cure this disease more effectively. According to this view, people must pay attention to the power of the spiritual life to avoid any negative intentions. The authors realize that the spiritual life is a field of social life based on spiritual values, satisfying the person’s spiritual needs. Indeed, the foundation of a person’s human life must be considered to be their spiritual life. There are many opinions about this concept among the members of our society. One can connect the spiritual life with religion; the other implies knowledge. In general, the indicators of spiritual life include people’s knowledge, beliefs, emotions, stresses, needs, abilities, aspirations, and goals. Of course, everything is in the spiritual world. Hence, the future teacher’s spiritual lives consist of practical actions. Therefore, the authors should pay attention to them because they are focused on spiritual matters.

4.17. Spiritual Cleansing. The following conclusions are related to Mickaharic’s [145] ideas about spiritual cleansing: “Spiritual cleansing is often the easiest way to rid yourself of unwanted negative energy. Everyone has met a person at a certain time or another person who is in a state of the spirit, at home, on the job, or wherever you can find yourself …” Spiritual cleansing enables a person to improve the spiritual atmosphere in his or her home, workplace, or any other situation. The author believes that spiritual cleansing affects the human spiritual nature. Hence, the future teacher’s spiritual nature is closely linked to their spiritual cleansing. From the authors’ point of view, future teachers can only feel the spiritual cleansing when they understand the physical and spiritual aspects of the human structure. So, the authors need to explain that protection from misery provides spiritual cleansing.

Apolline [146] contains practical recommendations aimed at identifying teachers’ potential to encourage people’s spiritual development. He connects the learning environment to his work’s spiritual cleansing energy. The scientist offers methods of energy purification for the environment based on the views above. A person’s tendency to overcome spiritual traits is called a spiritual cleansing. The person’s status is unpolluted in terms of their whole spiritual health. However, the person is conscious of the way of life, and his/her thoughts are polluted with different opinions in the material world. Punctuality is often associated with passion, anger, envy, hatred, greed, and materialism. The authors believe that taking control of one’s emotions, feelings, and thoughts is the beginning of spiritual cleansing. It is important to remember that human
consciousness is fed with knowledge if it is assigned to purify the human body from dementia. So, the future teachers’ spiritual cleansing takes place through knowledge. We must explain the importance of knowledge to the students.

To explain to students the importance of knowledge, one should always point to the benefits of practical activities. Emphasizing the importance of the acquired knowledge, it is always necessary to remind students of the practical orientation of the classes. Teachers in higher education should always keep in mind that students view these explanations through the lens of the knowledge they already possess from the university. To do this, it is necessary to determine the personal learning style of the future teacher, which determines how a person can learn most effectively. Personal learning styles are different: visual, auditory, and kinesthetic. The teacher must take them into account when working with students. We must use different techniques to take into account different learning styles and working methodologies while having a genuine concern for the requirements of the students. Failing to take into account the differences between styles can ruin a student’s educational initiative, making classes boring and uninteresting. In order to work effectively, a teacher must start with the correct definition of his style, which is an integral part of his education. Additionally, it would not be unnecessary to advise students to study well and not be hesitant to set objectives for their future professions and careers. Students will work hard on themselves, understanding the difficulties of overestimating the importance of knowledge. Students must understand that without knowledge, the development of mankind is impossible, and that the emergence of writing, pedagogy, and other sciences is associated with the importance of knowledge.

4.18. Spiritual Image. The spiritual image is a combination of the above factors. Based on these factors, the authors argue that there is a spiritual image of a future teacher. Jung [147] often pays special attention to the “I” integration, using the spiritual image. The personal spiritual process is interpreted as transforming others through suffering, transcendental communication, wisdom, or transformation of the inner environment as a result of the study of spirituality through spiritual imagery [148].

The spiritual image is a daily tendency that promotes spiritual development. It is an indication of the person’s moral and intellectual integrity. The man’s personality and moral image, such as his spiritual conduct, spiritual nature, psychological type, behavior, etc., are indicators of the spiritual image of a person. The authors think that many concepts reflect a person’s spiritual image. For example, the revival of consciousness reflected in the main content of the “Rukhani Zhangyru” (meaning “the modernization of public consciousness”) [149] program in the Republic of Kazakhstan implies the formation of a new spiritual life image. Knowledge of the past and confidence in the future will be the guarantee of the future success of the present generation. It is clear that the education and training of future teachers at a highly educational university will bring many good results.

5. Conclusion

A teacher is a person who regularly presents knowledge and methods. Educators highlight issues we face in order to teach us problem-solving skills. The teacher satisfies the students’ spiritual needs by illuminating the appropriate response to the problem. However, teachers cannot be deprived of their individual choice. Such conduct may lead to a fanatical or blind reputation among his or her students. As a result, the teacher’s primary responsibility is to raise the students’ level of knowledge.

Education is a broad concept that includes a set of systematized knowledge, skills, abilities, and levels of knowledge. Social factors are always at play in education. The conflict of various perspectives and interests impacts society’s core values and is the focus of the spiritual worldview. The most significant contribution to transforming the social framework of society, particularly the spiritual viewpoint, is education. However, if the amount of knowledge is merely taken into account as a means of developing the future teacher’s professional abilities, then it becomes a component of the formation of a spiritual worldview.

The globalization of economic, cultural, political, and intellectual institutions, and characteristic of modern social development is accompanied by an increase in the interdependence of people in the field of education. These changes have been expedited by the cyberspace revolution, which has given the globe real-time worldwide communications systems. The education system is turning into one of the decisive factors for comprehensive integration. Knowledge level, educational system, and personality development in the spiritual worldview are accompanied by a change in the very concept of “education,” a revision of the goals, structure, and content of training in higher education. The nature of these changes is largely due to the increased requirements for the qualifications of future teachers for effective work in a globalizing world.

As said above, our research is based on a secular understanding of spirituality. A group of human values like mercy, compassion, empathy, kindness, responsibility, education, and the ability to engage in creative activity are included in the secular definition of spirituality. In this perspective, spirituality is a product of consciousness that indicates a person’s level of intellectual maturity. In higher education teaching pedagogy, spirituality should be viewed as the cornerstone for the development and construction of a person, a growing, thinking personality. Without spirituality, we lack clear and permanent principles for the future. The formation of a spiritual worldview and a person’s upbringing should therefore be the top priority in modern education. Future teachers should be aware that teaching is a vocation. Teachers ought to have the chance and time to participate in students’ spiritual education.

The authors think that the factors shaping future teachers’ spiritual worldview are related to the abovementioned phenomena. The following issues have been identified during the research: first of all, future teachers should define everybody’s spiritual space and define the spiritual space in the
classroom; the absolute spirit appears only when future teachers are formed only by absolute knowledge; spiritual power contributes to the future teachers’ education; future teachers can have spiritual assistance. Future teachers can recognize the world through the human spirit and the environment; future teachers seek to understand human nature through spiritual feeding; the spiritual world forms future teachers as personalities and educators; future teachers identify their inner world and moral values through spiritual wealth; the spiritual development affects future teachers’ personal quality advancement; spirituality sources can be found by future teachers on a regular basis; future teachers should combine the spiritual and social needs; spiritual values demonstrate future teachers’ perfection; the spiritual environment determines future teachers’ views on education, science, law, morality, art, literature, and religion; the spiritual life forms future teachers’ practical skills; future teachers will get rid of strange spiritual values through spiritual cleansing; and the spiritual image reflects future teachers’ moral and intellectual wisdom.

The future teachers’ spiritual worldview is based on the universality of human existence. This spiritual worldview reflects the future teacher’s personality, importance, integrity, and uniqueness. Self-development, personal self-perfection, and value orientation are indicators of the future teachers’ spiritual worldview. Therefore, the authors think that the modern educational system should create favorable pedagogical conditions for future teachers’ spiritual worldview formation. After all, the future teachers’ spiritual worldview development not only demonstrate their professionalism but also creates principles of personal-oriented learning in their pedagogical interactions with schoolchildren.
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